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WEEK 35: Sunday, 23 AUGUST - Saturday, 29 AUGUST 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-08-23 0605 Drama And God Created Woman
Brigitte Bardot finds herself in the middle of a steamy love triangle in the 

feature that made her a world sensation.
FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-23 0745 Biography Loving
Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage 

and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2020-08-23 1000 Action Adventure The Italian Job
A British crook (Michael Caine) robs gold ingots in Italy by having a computer 

expert (Benny Hill) cause a traffic jam.
USA English-100 1969 RPT PG v 

2020-08-23 1150 Drama The Finishers
Family

Appreciation

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams 

are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him 

in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and 

reconnects in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-08-23 1330 Drama The Bookshop

Based on Penelope Fitzgerald's novel of the same name - The Bookshop is set 

in 1959, Florence Green (Emily Mortimer), a free-spirited widow, puts grief 

behind her and risks everything to open up a bookshop - the first such shop in 

the sleepy seaside town of Hardborough, England. Fighting damp, cold and 

considerable local apathy she struggles to establish herself but soon her 

fortunes change for the better. By exposing the narrow-minded local 

townsfolk to the best literature of the day including Nabokov's scandalising 

Lolita and Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, she opens their eyes thereby 

causing a cultural awakening in a town which has not changed for centuries.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l 

2020-08-23 1540 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-08-23 1655 Family The War Of The Buttons 
Family

Appreciation

From the imagination of writer and director Yann Samuell comes the smash-

hit adaptation of Louis Pergaud's classic 1912 novel about the rivalry between 

the children from two villages. Set in the South of France in the 1960s against 

the distant backdrop of the Algerian War, a gang of boys aged 7 to 14, led by 

the intrepid Lebrac, are at war with the kids of the neighbouring township, 

their sworn enemies. In this uncompromising battle of honour and allegiances 

that has been kept alive for generations, humiliation is the most fearsome 

defeat and no tactic is too extreme; even if it necessitates fighting naked or 

accepting the help offered by Lanterne - a girl! She is the gang's new recruit, a 

tomboy full of panache and ingenuity, and it seems victory could now just be a 

stone's throw away. But it's not easy to wage war without getting caught by 

your parents.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-08-23 1900 Animation Zarafa

After escaping the clutches of a slave trader, a bold ten-year-old Sudanese boy 

befriends a young giraffe and a kind Bedouin, who takes them on a splendid 

journey via a hot-air balloon as far as the palace of King Charles X of France.

BELGIUM French-100 2012 RPT PG a v Y



2020-08-23 2030 Crime Agent Hamilton
Sunday

Drama

Hamilton starts working at SAPO to Kristin's great surprise and dismay. He 

immediately befriends Birger who helps him find out that Norling hid an USB-

hard drive with secret information in a storage facility. Elena, hidden in a 

safehouse in Stockholm, manages to sneak away from Astrid's supervision and 

meets Norling who directs her to the same storage facility, without noticing 

she is being followed by Mike, the assassin. When Hamilton reaches the 

facility, his search for the hard drive only results in finding Elena, dead. Norling 

is forced into surgery when his hospital suffers a sudden power outage, carried 

out by unknown cyber-terrorists. Birger discovers that the terrorists have 

reached Hamburg after sneaking off the ship. Hamilton is sent there - with 

Kristin not far behind. 

SWEDEN

Swedish-65; 

English-34; 

German-1

2018 M a l v Y Y

2020-08-23 2130 Drama Her Smell
Modern

Masterpieces

A talented but self-destructive musician seems determined to alienate 

everyone around her, even at the expense of her band's success.
USA English-100 2019 MA l Y

2020-08-23 2355 Comedy The Wackness

It's the summer of 1994, and the streets of New York are pulsing with hip-hop. 

Set against this backdrop, a lonely teenager named Luke Shapiro spends his 

last summer before university selling marijuana throughout New York City, 

trading it with his unorthodox psychotherapist for treatment, while having a 

crush on his stepdaughter. Winner of the Audience Award at Sundance 2008. 

Directed by Jonathan Levine and stars Josh Peck, Ben Kingsley and Olivia 

Thirlby.

USA English-100 2008 RPT MA d s Y

2020-08-23 2545 Comedy Dom Hemingway
After serving 12 years in prison, a skilled safecracker (Jude Law) seeks payback 

and a chance to reconcile with his daughter (Emilia Clarke).
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT MA l v Y

2020-08-23 2730 Drama The Hairdresser's Husband

As a twelve-year-old, Antoine was introduced to sex by an amply-endowed 

woman who cut his hair, and as a middle-aged man, he has a passionate 

romance with a shy hairdresser.

FRANCE French-100 1990 RPT M a s Y

2020-08-24 0500 Family The War Of The Buttons 
Family

Appreciation

From the imagination of writer and director Yann Samuell comes the smash-

hit adaptation of Louis Pergaud's classic 1912 novel about the rivalry between 

the children from two villages. Set in the South of France in the 1960s against 

the distant backdrop of the Algerian War, a gang of boys aged 7 to 14, led by 

the intrepid Lebrac, are at war with the kids of the neighbouring township, 

their sworn enemies. In this uncompromising battle of honour and allegiances 

that has been kept alive for generations, humiliation is the most fearsome 

defeat and no tactic is too extreme; even if it necessitates fighting naked or 

accepting the help offered by Lanterne - a girl! She is the gang's new recruit, a 

tomboy full of panache and ingenuity, and it seems victory could now just be a 

stone's throw away. But it's not easy to wage war without getting caught by 

your parents.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-08-24 0705 Animation Zarafa

After escaping the clutches of a slave trader, a bold ten-year-old Sudanese boy 

befriends a young giraffe and a kind Bedouin, who takes them on a splendid 

journey via a hot-air balloon as far as the palace of King Charles X of France.

BELGIUM French-100 2012 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-24 0835 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 

2020-08-24 1020 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-08-24 1135 Action Adventure The Thief Of Bagdad
Family

Appreciation

The adventures of Prince Ahmand and his friend Abu, the best thief in Bagdad, 

against the evil Grand Vizier Jaffar, who has taken over the Kingdom of 

Bagdad.

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG



2020-08-24 1335 Biography Loving
Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage 

and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2020-08-24 1550 Drama The Finishers
Family

Appreciation

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams 

are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him 

in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and 

reconnects in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-08-24 1730 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-24 1930 Drama Third Person

Third Person tells three stories of love, passion, trust, and betrayal, in a multi-

strand story line reminiscent of Paul Haggis's earlier Oscar-winning film Crash. 

The tales play out in New York, Paris and Rome -  three couples who appear to 

have nothing related but share deep commonalities - lovers and estranged 

spouses, children lost and found.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-08-24 2200 Mystery / Crime Black Rain

Dark

And

Dangerous

A detective clashes with the Japanese police, and the brutal Osaka 

underworld, when he searches for a fugitive mobster.
USA English-100 1989 MA v Y

2020-08-24 2420 Drama Her Smell
Modern

Masterpieces

A talented but self-destructive musician seems determined to alienate 

everyone around her, even at the expense of her band's success.
USA English-100 2019 RPT MA l Y

2020-08-24 2645 Romance For A Happy Life

Amel and Mashir, two young people from Brussels, love each other in secret. 

Neither their parents nor their friends are suspicious of their relationship and 

even less of their plan to spend the summer together in London. When 

Mashir's family decides to marry him to his cousin Noor, who is also Amel's 

friend, it is their whole world which collapses. How can they save their love 

without hurting everyone around them?

BELGIUM
French-69; Urdu-

28; English-3
2018 RPT MA a l Y

2020-08-24 2820 Drama 11 Minutes
A cross-section of contemporary urbanites whose lives intertwine - and their 

fates can be sealed in a mere 11 minutes.
POLAND Polish-100 2017 RPT M d l s v Y

2020-08-25 0550 Drama The Finishers
Family

Appreciation

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams 

are difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him 

in the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and 

reconnects in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-08-25 0730 Animation
Kirikou And The Men And 

Women

Old grandfather shares wonderful tales about Kirikou's childhood, when he 

helped the men and women from his own village and from other villages too.
FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2020-08-25 0910 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-25 1110 Family Hugo
Family

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-08-25 1330 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 



2020-08-25 1515 Action Adventure The Thief Of Bagdad
Family

Appreciation

The adventures of Prince Ahmand and his friend Abu, the best thief in Bagdad, 

against the evil Grand Vizier Jaffar, who has taken over the Kingdom of 

Bagdad.

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG

2020-08-25 1715 Drama The Odyssey

1948. Jacques Cousteau, his wife and his two sons are living in paradise, in a 

beautiful house overlooking the Mediterranean. But all Cousteau can think of 

is adventure. Thanks to his invention, an independent aqualung allowing 

divers to breathe under water, he has discovered a whole new world. Now all 

he wants to do is explore this world. And he is willing to sacrifice everything to 

achieve this.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-25 1930 Drama A Little Chaos

The world’s greatest landscape architect - Le Notre (Matthias Schoenaerts) - 

designer of the Versailles gardens - is unfulfilled in love. Madame Sabine de 

Bara (Kate Winslet) is pioneering and fiercely independent - her visionary 

ideas for design seem anarchic to King Louis’ (Alan Rickman) formal court. It 

takes a little chaos for nature to blossom and love to heal and ignite.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a n s Y

2020-08-25 2140 Drama The Devil's Double

Dark

And

Dangerous

Based on the shocking true story of Latif, an Iraqi army lieutenant forced to 

become the body double of Saddam Hussein’s depraved and sadistic son, 

Uday. Becoming almost indistinguishable from the reviled Black Prince, Latif 

realises he must escape the devil’s den - or die trying. Directed by Lee 

Tamahori (Die Another Day, Once Were Warriors) and featuring stunning 

performances from Dominic Cooper and Ludivine Sagnier, this is a riveting 

account of one man’s struggle to survive a world of corruption and cruelty. 

BELGIUM English-100 2011 MA a l s v Y

2020-08-25 2340 Drama 11 Minutes
A cross-section of contemporary urbanites whose lives intertwine - and their 

fates can be sealed in a mere 11 minutes.
POLAND Polish-100 2017 RPT M d l s v Y

2020-08-25 2510 Mystery / Crime Black Rain

Dark

And

Dangerous

A detective clashes with the Japanese police, and the brutal Osaka 

underworld, when he searches for a fugitive mobster.
USA English-100 1989 RPT MA v Y

2020-08-25 2730 Drama Third Person

Third Person tells three stories of love, passion, trust, and betrayal, in a multi-

strand story line reminiscent of Paul Haggis's earlier Oscar-winning film Crash. 

The tales play out in New York, Paris and Rome -  three couples who appear to 

have nothing related but share deep commonalities - lovers and estranged 

spouses, children lost and found.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-08-26 0600 Fantasy Orlando
Young nobleman Orlando is commanded by Queen Elizabeth I to stay forever 

young. Miraculously, he does just that. Stars Tilda Swinton and Quentin Crisp.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1992 RPT PG n 

2020-08-26 0745 Action Adventure The Thief Of Bagdad
Family

Appreciation

The adventures of Prince Ahmand and his friend Abu, the best thief in Bagdad, 

against the evil Grand Vizier Jaffar, who has taken over the Kingdom of 

Bagdad.

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG

2020-08-26 0945 Drama The Odyssey

1948. Jacques Cousteau, his wife and his two sons are living in paradise, in a 

beautiful house overlooking the Mediterranean. But all Cousteau can think of 

is adventure. Thanks to his invention, an independent aqualung allowing 

divers to breathe under water, he has discovered a whole new world. Now all 

he wants to do is explore this world. And he is willing to sacrifice everything to 

achieve this.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-26 1200 Comedy Dean Spanley
Family

Appreciation

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG



2020-08-26 1350 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-26 1550 Animation
Kirikou And The Men And 

Women

Old grandfather shares wonderful tales about Kirikou's childhood, when he 

helped the men and women from his own village and from other villages too.
FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2020-08-26 1730 Family Hugo
Family

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-08-26 1950 Romance The Face Of Love Premiere
A lonely widow begins a romance with an art teacher who looks just like her 

late husband but does not tell him of the resemblance.
USA English-100 2013 M a 

2020-08-26 2130 Drama Young Adam

Dark

And

Dangerous

A young drifter named Joe finds work on a barge owned by the down-to-earth 

Les and his enigmatic wife Ella. One afternoon Joe and Les happen upon the 

corpse of a young woman floating in the water and the questions begin. 

Accident? Suicide? Murder? As the police investigate the case and a suspect is 

arrested, it becomes evident that Joe knows more about the drowned woman 

than he will admit. Directed by David Mackenzie and stars Ewan McGregor, 

Tilda Swinton and Peter Mullan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 MA l n s Y

2020-08-26 2320 Drama A Little Chaos

The world’s greatest landscape architect - Le Notre (Matthias Schoenaerts) - 

designer of the Versailles gardens - is unfulfilled in love. Madame Sabine de 

Bara (Kate Winslet) is pioneering and fiercely independent - her visionary 

ideas for design seem anarchic to King Louis’ (Alan Rickman) formal court. It 

takes a little chaos for nature to blossom and love to heal and ignite.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT M a n s Y

2020-08-26 2530 Drama 11 Minutes
A cross-section of contemporary urbanites whose lives intertwine - and their 

fates can be sealed in a mere 11 minutes.
POLAND Polish-100 2017 RPT M d l s v Y

2020-08-26 2700 Drama The Devil's Double

Dark

And

Dangerous

Based on the shocking true story of Latif, an Iraqi army lieutenant forced to 

become the body double of Saddam Hussein’s depraved and sadistic son, 

Uday. Becoming almost indistinguishable from the reviled Black Prince, Latif 

realises he must escape the devil’s den - or die trying. Directed by Lee 

Tamahori (Die Another Day, Once Were Warriors) and featuring stunning 

performances from Dominic Cooper and Ludivine Sagnier, this is a riveting 

account of one man’s struggle to survive a world of corruption and cruelty. 

BELGIUM English-100 2011 RPT MA a l s v Y

2020-08-27 0500 Animation
Kirikou And The Men And 

Women

Old grandfather shares wonderful tales about Kirikou's childhood, when he 

helped the men and women from his own village and from other villages too.
FRANCE French-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2020-08-27 0640 Family Hugo
Family

Appreciation

In Paris in 1931, an orphan named Hugo, who lives in the walls of a train 

station, is wrapped up in a mystery involving his late father and an automaton. 

Winner of five Academy Awards in 2012. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Asa Butterfield, Chloe Grace Moretz and Christopher Lee.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2020-08-27 0900 Family The Boy And The Beast

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 

fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y



2020-08-27 1115 Fantasy A Monster Calls
Family

Appreciation

The monster does not come walking often. This time it comes to Connor, and 

it asks for the one thing Connor cannot bring himself to do - tell the truth. This 

is a very touching story about a boy who feels very damaged, guilty, and 

mostly angry. He struggles at school with bullies, and pity looks from 

everyone, and at home with his mother's sickness. Will Connor overcome his 

problems? Will everything be okay? Will Connor be able to speak the truth?

USA English-100 2016 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-08-27 1315 Drama The Odyssey

1948. Jacques Cousteau, his wife and his two sons are living in paradise, in a 

beautiful house overlooking the Mediterranean. But all Cousteau can think of 

is adventure. Thanks to his invention, an independent aqualung allowing 

divers to breathe under water, he has discovered a whole new world. Now all 

he wants to do is explore this world. And he is willing to sacrifice everything to 

achieve this.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-27 1530 Comedy Dean Spanley
Family

Appreciation

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2020-08-27 1725 Romantic Comedy Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a 

different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this 

formerly miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the 

person he always wanted to be.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-08-27 1930 Comedy The Family Fang

Annie and Baxter, the adult children of the controversial husband and wife 

conceptual performance art couple famous for their quirky macabre public 

performances, have never got over the fact that their parents kept using them 

during their childhood in their often gory and disturbing satirical public 

performances. They often clash with their now elderly parents over this and 

blame them for their problems in their adult life. However, the two become 

worried when they're told by the police that their parents have gone missing 

during their trip outside of town. The brother considers the possibility that 

something horrible might have happened to them, but the sister is convinced 

that it's just another one of their stupid games or twisted conceptual 

performances. She convinces him that they should go and look for them 

themselves.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2020-08-27 2130 Thriller Nightcrawler

Dark

And

Dangerous

This pulse-pounding thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of contemporary 

Los Angeles sees Jake Gyllenhaal star as Lou Bloom, a driven young man 

desperate for work who discovers the high-speed world of LA crime 

journalism. Finding a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, 

murder and mayhem, Lou muscles into the cut-throat, dangerous realm of 

nightcrawling - where each police siren wail equals a possible windfall and 

victims are converted into dollars and cents. Aided by Rene Russo as Nina, a 

veteran of the blood-sport that is local television news, Lou blurs the line 

between observer and participant to become the star of his own story.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-08-27 2340 Drama Young Adam

Dark

And

Dangerous

A young drifter named Joe finds work on a barge owned by the down-to-earth 

Les and his enigmatic wife Ella. One afternoon Joe and Les happen upon the 

corpse of a young woman floating in the water and the questions begin. 

Accident? Suicide? Murder? As the police investigate the case and a suspect is 

arrested, it becomes evident that Joe knows more about the drowned woman 

than he will admit. Directed by David Mackenzie and stars Ewan McGregor, 

Tilda Swinton and Peter Mullan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 RPT MA l n s Y

2020-08-27 2530 Romance The Face Of Love
A lonely widow begins a romance with an art teacher who looks just like her 

late husband but does not tell him of the resemblance.
USA English-100 2013 RPT M a 



2020-08-27 2710 Comedy The Family Fang

Annie and Baxter, the adult children of the controversial husband and wife 

conceptual performance art couple famous for their quirky macabre public 

performances, have never got over the fact that their parents kept using them 

during their childhood in their often gory and disturbing satirical public 

performances. They often clash with their now elderly parents over this and 

blame them for their problems in their adult life. However, the two become 

worried when they're told by the police that their parents have gone missing 

during their trip outside of town. The brother considers the possibility that 

something horrible might have happened to them, but the sister is convinced 

that it's just another one of their stupid games or twisted conceptual 

performances. She convinces him that they should go and look for them 

themselves.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2020-08-28 0510 Romantic Comedy Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a 

different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this 

formerly miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the 

person he always wanted to be.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-08-28 0715 Comedy Dean Spanley
Family

Appreciation

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2020-08-28 0910 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends 

with whom he has great fun, and all he wants is that nothing changes. 

However, one day, he overhears a conversation that leads him to believe that 

his life might change forever, his mother is pregnant. He panics and envisions 

the worst.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2020-08-28 1050 Comedy The Cup
Young students at a Tibetan monastery try to raise money to rent a satellite 

dish to watch the 1998 France vs. Brazil soccer final.
AUSTRALIA

Hindi-50; Tibetan-

50
1999 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-28 1235 Fantasy Song Of The Sea
Family

Appreciation

From the writer and director of the Academy Award-nominated 'The Secret of 

Kells' comes an enchanting fable about loss, magic and the love of family. 

When Saoirse and Ben's mother mysteriously disappears into the ocean, the 

two children go on an epic journey to find out the truth about her, and in the 

process, discover mystical secrets about both their mother and Saoirse herself. 

Featuring the voices of Brendan Gleeson and Fionnula Flanagan.

BELGIUM English-100 2014 RPT PG a h 

2020-08-28 1420 Family The Boy And The Beast

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 

fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2020-08-28 1635 Family Opal Dream
A young girl's relationship with her imaginary friends resonates throughout 

her town in the Australian Outback.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a 

2020-08-28 1810 Drama Heart Beats Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with 

his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l 



2020-08-28 2000 Comedy The Breaker Upperers

Fifteen years ago, Mel (Madeleine Sami) and Jen (Jackie van Beek) discovered 

they were being two-timed by the same man. Bitter and cynical they became 

fast friends and formed The Breaker Upperers, a small-time business breaking 

up couples for cash. Now they’re in their late-thirties and business is booming. 

They’re a platonic, co-dependent couple who keep their cynicism alive by not 

getting emotionally involved with anybody else. But when they run into an old 

victim, Mel develops a conscience and their friendship is truly put to the test.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2018 RPT M d l s Y

2020-08-28 2130 War Journey's End

Dark

And

Dangerous

Set in a dugout in Aisne in 1918, it is the story of a group of British officers, led 

by the mentally disintegrating young officer Stanhope, as they await their fate.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l v 

2020-08-28 2330 Comedy Jealous

Nathalie, a middle-aged divorced University Professor, changes from being an 

affectionate woman to being irrepressibly jealous of everyone close to her. 

Her best friend, her new colleague, her ex-husbanD - everyone finds 

themselves at the mercy of her eccentric behavior. Even her beautiful 18-year 

old daughter Mathilde! Entangled by her sarcastic nature and conflicted 

emotions, Nathalie navigates through this unexpected mid-life crisis in a 

funny, touching, and politically incorrect way.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a d l Y

2020-08-28 2530 Thriller Nightcrawler

Dark

And

Dangerous

This pulse-pounding thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of contemporary 

Los Angeles sees Jake Gyllenhaal star as Lou Bloom, a driven young man 

desperate for work who discovers the high-speed world of LA crime 

journalism. Finding a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, 

murder and mayhem, Lou muscles into the cut-throat, dangerous realm of 

nightcrawling - where each police siren wail equals a possible windfall and 

victims are converted into dollars and cents. Aided by Rene Russo as Nina, a 

veteran of the blood-sport that is local television news, Lou blurs the line 

between observer and participant to become the star of his own story.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-08-28 2740 Comedy The Breaker Upperers

Fifteen years ago, Mel (Madeleine Sami) and Jen (Jackie van Beek) discovered 

they were being two-timed by the same man. Bitter and cynical they became 

fast friends and formed The Breaker Upperers, a small-time business breaking 

up couples for cash. Now they’re in their late-thirties and business is booming. 

They’re a platonic, co-dependent couple who keep their cynicism alive by not 

getting emotionally involved with anybody else. But when they run into an old 

victim, Mel develops a conscience and their friendship is truly put to the test.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2018 RPT M d l s Y

2020-08-29 0510 Family The Boy And The Beast

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 

fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2020-08-29 0720 Drama Heart Beats Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with 

his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l 

2020-08-29 0910 Family Opal Dream
A young girl's relationship with her imaginary friends resonates throughout 

her town in the Australian Outback.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a 

2020-08-29 1045 Romantic Comedy Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a 

different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this 

formerly miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the 

person he always wanted to be.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-08-29 1250 Science Fiction Titan A. E.
Family

Appreciation

After an alien race destroys Earth, teens follow a map to a mysterious 

'earthship' that may save mankind.
USA English-100 2000 RPT PG a v Y



2020-08-29 1435 Fantasy A Monster Calls
Family

Appreciation

The monster does not come walking often. This time it comes to Connor, and 

it asks for the one thing Connor cannot bring himself to do - tell the truth. This 

is a very touching story about a boy who feels very damaged, guilty, and 

mostly angry. He struggles at school with bullies, and pity looks from 

everyone, and at home with his mother's sickness. Will Connor overcome his 

problems? Will everything be okay? Will Connor be able to speak the truth?

USA English-100 2016 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-08-29 1635 Fantasy Song Of The Sea
Family

Appreciation

From the writer and director of the Academy Award-nominated 'The Secret of 

Kells' comes an enchanting fable about loss, magic and the love of family. 

When Saoirse and Ben's mother mysteriously disappears into the ocean, the 

two children go on an epic journey to find out the truth about her, and in the 

process, discover mystical secrets about both their mother and Saoirse herself. 

Featuring the voices of Brendan Gleeson and Fionnula Flanagan.

BELGIUM English-100 2014 RPT PG a h 

2020-08-29 1820 Fantasy Time Bandits

Six fractious dwarfs steal a precious map that shows the locations of a series of 

time holes scattered across the universe, enabling them to travel back in time. 

Crashing through the bedroom wardrobe of 11 year old Craig Warnock and 

taking him along with them for the ride, they find themselves involved in a 

series of eccentric encounters with famous historical figures, amongst them 

Napoleon, Robin Hood and ancient Greece ruler, Agamemnon.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1981 RPT PG a h v 

2020-08-29 2030 Drama The Railway Man

Eric Lomax (Colin Firth), a former British army officer, discovers that the 

Japanese interpreter who tortured him is still alive. Eric and his new wife 

(Nicole Kidman) set out to confront the man who caused him so much pain.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2013 RPT M a v Y Y

2020-08-29 2240 Comedy The Virgin Suicides Premiere

The Virgin Suicides is the story of five sisters, and their mysterious existence 

growing up in the 1970s. The story begins when 13-year-old Cecilia Lisbon is in 

hospital, following a failed suicide attempt. We watch as Cecilia's parents try 

to make sense of their youngest daughter's act, and weakly attempt to 

reorganise their home and family life accordingly.

USA English-100 2000 MA a Y

2020-08-29 2430 Comedy The Breaker Upperers

Fifteen years ago, Mel (Madeleine Sami) and Jen (Jackie van Beek) discovered 

they were being two-timed by the same man. Bitter and cynical they became 

fast friends and formed The Breaker Upperers, a small-time business breaking 

up couples for cash. Now they’re in their late-thirties and business is booming. 

They’re a platonic, co-dependent couple who keep their cynicism alive by not 

getting emotionally involved with anybody else. But when they run into an old 

victim, Mel develops a conscience and their friendship is truly put to the test.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2018 RPT M d l s Y

2020-08-29 2600 War Journey's End

Dark

And

Dangerous

Set in a dugout in Aisne in 1918, it is the story of a group of British officers, led 

by the mentally disintegrating young officer Stanhope, as they await their fate.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l v 

2020-08-29 2800 Comedy Jealous

Nathalie, a middle-aged divorced University Professor, changes from being an 

affectionate woman to being irrepressibly jealous of everyone close to her. 

Her best friend, her new colleague, her ex-husbanD - everyone finds 

themselves at the mercy of her eccentric behavior. Even her beautiful 18-year 

old daughter Mathilde! Entangled by her sarcastic nature and conflicted 

emotions, Nathalie navigates through this unexpected mid-life crisis in a 

funny, touching, and politically incorrect way.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M a d l Y




